




Flight Force 4 is a high quality, player vs player shooter game built in

unreal engine 5. We are aiming for COD style gameplay, Counterstrike

fun factor, and a Halo vibe being space themed!

 

The 2 game modes will be "Tournament Mode", where players will "buy

in" to high stakes, high reward tournaments using our tokens. The

second mode will be "Free Play" where users can play in their own time,

joining games and leveling up just by playing the game, earning kills

and featuring on leaderboards at the end of each match + more.

 

We are using our NFTs as the playable 3D characters in this game.

These characters will be upgradable, customizable, each already having

unique traits both visually and also In-game.

 

These are not your standard NFT's with 1 use case or a PFP! Here are

some of the benefits and use cases for NFT holders. 



The reality here is you are buying our tokens at the earliest stage possible, plus you get the NFTs and all the

additional utility from holding them. We have allocated 10% of the total token supply for our NFT holders,

this is huge! There is no limit to how many NFTs you hold, so the more NFTs in your wallet, the more tokens

you have claim to.

 

These tokens are vested over an 18 month period with 25% at TGE, and 25% every 6 months - 

See details below:
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Users can also stake these tokens, they will also be

needed for all future NFT purchases once live. The

token supply is deflationary by design - Every

transaction within the game will incur a fee, the

majority of which will go to the FF4 burner wallet for

token buy backs, these tokens will then be burned

permanently, tapering inflation and creating scarcity

for the tokens. This will have a positive effect for the

value of the token and its holders.



Claim to 1 other NFT character, an X-ion

alien character NFT once released (January

2023), so essentially 2x NFTs for the price of 1,

+ those claimable tokens for each NFT.



Access to our Flight Force 4 game

including the rental and token swap

hub. Players can level up earning more

tokens by playing, using these NFTs as

their access card. Access to the game

is only via our NFTs - No NFT, no

access.



Access to the ZSC

Multiverse (2022), and all

future metaverse

integrations. There will be

opportunities to earn FX

tokens in our Multiverse

worlds.



The ability to rent your NFT for tokens

passively. This will be easily done via our in

game rental hub, the NFTs will never leave

your wallet, and there is no limit to how

many NFTs you can rent to other users.

There will be an advertising area, where you

can also advertise your NFTs and rental

conditions.



As you can see, there are many use cases and benefits to

owning these NFTs. This is a business and we want to

appeal to long term holders, who we can reward the

longer they hold. Traditionally, the only way you make

money on an NFT is when you sell it - Not anymore, we

now offer vested tokens which will not only add value to

the NFT itself, but also give the holder an option to cash

in gains, without needing to sell the NFT itself. Not only

this, but you can now monetize your NFT when you are

not using it yourself by renting it. Essentially the earlier

you get involved, the more tokens and benefits each

NFT collection tier will receive.



Flight Force 4 is already working hard on building a

large player base via gaming guilds, including our

own FF4 gaming guild. These players are going to

create demand in our rental hub to actually access

the game. These will be players who may not be able

to afford the NFTs - players who want to try the

game/platform before purchasing an NFT, as well as

a large overflow of players who missed out on a

gaming guild scholarship. This rental hub is a central

part of the revenue generating model.



The traditional gaming industry is expected to

generate close to $200 Billion in revenue in

2022, there are also over 3 Billion gamers

worldwide and the crazy part is these

numbers will continue to grow. At Flight Force

4, we see this as a huge opportunity even if we

only tap into a very small portion of those

revenue and gamer numbers. Through our

NFTs, you as our earliest supporters and

investors will get a piece of that pie as we

continue to complete our roadmap and

achieve our goals!



NFT 
Claim

1x X-ion NFT
character when
released - Jan
2023 (1 Claim

per wallet)

Token 
Claim

6,250 tokens per
NFT held

(Vested for 18
months, 25%
claimable at

TGE)

Chain 
& Price

Ethereum 0.023
ETH

Current NFT
Mint Details

Helios
Defenders
2,000 NFTS

Game 
Access

Access to the
FF4 game,

including the
rental, token

swap, and token
staking hubs

Metaverse
Access

Access to the
FF4 Multiverse

world and
future

metaverse
platforms



The first 250 wallets to mint 3+ Helios Defender
NFTs will receive the following:

1x unrevealed OG
Defender NFT +

associated 50,000
token claim & 1x X-ion
Alien character NFT

claim

1x X-ion Alien
character NFT claim

for holding Helios
Defender NFT +

Associated token
claim

This is a 6 for 3 NFTs deal plus all the associated
token claims



Website: https://www.flightforce4.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/flightforce4 

Discord: https://discord.gg/flightforce4

Medium: https://medium.com/@FlightForce4 

Instagram: http://instagram.com/flightforce4 

OG Opensea: https://opensea.io/collection/flightforce4 

Helios Opensea: https://opensea.io/collection/helios-defenders

Founder: https://twitter.com/Shot_CC 

Founder: https://twitter.com/enzocxrter 
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